
PER EPISODE

Rates vary based on services required.
Agreement upon a fixed rate for completing entire project(s).
Deposit of 50% of total estimated balance required prior to work.
Remainder billed upon completion of assets.

STARTING AT $150+

A U D I O  E N G I N E E R
S O U N D  D E S I G N E R
M U S I C  P R O D U C E R

Jake Aller

ADDRESS

CONTACT

145-6671 121 ST
Surrey, BC
V3W 1T9

778.879.9332
www.jakealler.ca
jakealleraudio@gmail.com

Hey! I'm glad you're here.
Here's how we can team up:
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Ready to team up? Questions?

LET'S CONNECT:
JAKEALLERAUDIO@GMAIL.COM

I'm super excited about collaborating to make your podcast sound amazing! Whether
you're looking for audio-only magic or the whole shebang with audio and video, count me
in to sprinkle some editing charm.

Check out the following for all the deets on pricing and what I can do for your show. 

Got any burning questions or ready to dive in? Shoot me an email at
jakealleraudio@gmail.com. Can't wait to chat and get this editing party started!



Podcast Editing (Audio Only)

Includes trimming & cuts 
Removal of disregarded words, distractions,
long pauses, filler words
Removal of unwanted
breaths/ticks/blips/sneezes/coughs
Proper leveling of voices (volume)
Proper editing of de-noising the background
Intro and outro placements
Ad and sponsor placements

$150/Episode (15min Max)

$250/Episode (30min Max)

$350/Episode (45min Max)

$450+/Episode (60min+)
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Podcast Editing (Audio + Video)

Align audio and video content only
Includes trimming & cuts 
Removal of disregarded words, distractions,
long pauses, filler words
Removal of unwanted
breaths/ticks/blips/sneezes/coughs
Proper levelling of voices (volume)
Proper editing of de-noising the background
Intro and outro placements (video/audio
footage must be provided)
Ad and sponsor placements (video/audio
footage must be provided)
Choice of royalty free intro/outro/segway ads
music 
*I do not do advanced video edits - expect basic
cuts to align with the audio - 1 camera angle
only

$200/Episode (15min Max)

$300/Episode (30min Max)

$400/Episode (45min Max)

$500+/Episode (60min+)

Ready to team up? Questions?

LET'S CONNECT:
JAKEALLERAUDIO@GMAIL.COM

Royalty free music
Custom music and beats
Create branded show intro/outro
Sound effects (applause, wooshes, laughter)
And more! Just ask!

Additional Services Custom Pricing Add-On


